THE DOR EMERGENCY

CHAPTER II

SPACE SHIPS AND DESERT DEVELOPMENTS

1. DOR AND MELANOR

My account of " The Blackening Rocks " (OEB V/ 1,2, 1953)
presented the growing worse of the DOR emergency at Orgonon.
DOR clouds ( OEB IV/4, 1952) had begun to pass over and to liover
above Orgonon during the last days of March, 1952. The atmosphere reacted in a strange manner, with CPM increased from a normal 30 to 40 to 300 to 800. There could be little doubt that crucial
developments were in progress. The DOR clouds had appeared,
for the second year, about the time of the vernal equinox. This in
itself pointed to cosmie events. For three years, 1951 to 1953, the
growing worse of DOR repeated itself. The coincidence of a severe
DOR reaction in the atmosphere with the vernal equinox deserves
special attention in the coming years. The reactions used to become milder sometime during October, after the autumnal equinox.
In spring 1952, the situation at Orgonon became bad indeed,
to the point of complete collapse of the activities and living conditions. It will be necessary to survey, in a different context, the
emotional and physical reactions of the workers at Orgonon during
this collapse.
The Observatory was evacuated in April 1952. It did not
return to any orderly activity before November 1953, when we succeeded in removing from the atmosphere some of the black matter,
called MELANOR ( M.), which had settled and continued to settle
upon everything, rockwalls, apparatus, skin surfaces — doing all
kinds of damage.
I would like to ask the reader to be patient with the following
enumeration of functional processes which emerged one by one
from the DOR emergency at Orgonon. The functions were these:
1. Studies devoted to Melanor activity both in the inanimate and
the living reahn, regarding their connections with atmospheric
functions.
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2. Strenuous efforts to cope with the emergency caused by the
atmospheric conditions. Grave distress was abundant everywhere,
not only at Orgonon. We had identical reports from New York,
Philadelphia, the West Coast, and in 1953 even from Tel-Aviv.
Doa seemed to have spread nearly over half the globe. The efforts
to eliminate the emergency resulted on one line of developments in
the invention of a machine, later terrned the " CLOUDBUSTER ", rneaning: " busting up the atmospheric DOR clouds, the source of the
distress to living beings (See " DOR Removal and Cloud-Busting
OEB IV/4, 1952, reprinted here; see Chapter III).
3. Attempts to overcome what carne to be called " DOR SICK
NESS ". This sickness which is characterized by a well circumscribed group of symptoms, had already been studied during 1951,
in the com-se of the first run of the Oranur Experiment. Many new
features of the DOR sickness were found during the period covered
by this account.
4. All functions which constituted the noa emergency had clearcut relations to the DOR clouds; and these, in turn, slowly revealed
features which pointed toward the origin of drought, and drought,
in turn, involved development of deserts. By way of a particular
hook-up, the cloudbuster which was originally designed to remove
the evil DOR clouds, lead to techniques in handling the atmospheric
oa energy in such a manner that
5. Rain could be produced or stopped at will during 1952. In
the course of the winter months of 1952/1953, also fog could be
lifted and sunshine could be brought about at will. There were
several unequivocal successes:
a. The breaking of the drought in New England on August
lst and 2nd, 1952 at Orgonon;
b. The breaking of the drought at Ellsworth, Maine, on July
6th, 1953, and through cloudbuster operations (onoP) both
at Orgonon and Hancock, Maine, on October 23rd, 1953.
It was also possible to keep predicted rain away from Rangeley on
" Children's Parade day, August 9th, 1953, for one whole day
while it was raining all around Rangeley.
The result in all these cases was clearly attributable to Oh
operations (oaoP); they contradicted often the corresponding
official weather predictions. These operations were subsumed
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Their importance for a
under one single aspect " OROP DESERT
possible fructification of desert land was obvious from the beginning in 1952. My plan to start OROP DESERT was communicated to
the US Government and the Governor of the State of Maine during
the summer of 1952. The severe drought which harassed the USA
in 1953 was ç-edicted in a letter to responsible organizations of the
State of Maine in the spring 1953. At present, we are preparing
for a far more severe drought which is to be expected to hit the
world again during 1954. Altogether eight experimental cloudbusters will be available for onop DESERT in 1954, with each unit
capable of covering an area of about 150 to 250 miles. One operator
was sent to Arizona in March 1954 to experiment with the cloudbuster in a desert area.
6. Finatly, in addition to ali this, reminding us in ali seriousness
that we are definitely dealing with a force that governs the universe; that we are, furthermore, dealing with a true CFP of nature
at large, with functions of the basic natural law (N # 1), the following developed since July 1953:
It was clear from the very beginning of the noa emergency
that we were dealing with a functional process which somehow
converted cosmic energy directly into a matter-like substance
M ), and also the opposite way (M f E). These functions
(E
were assumed to be operating below the realm of mechanical, electrical and chemical functions, as prc-atomic, snb-chemical, primordial E -I- M functions of the universe. Therefore, in July 1953, a
new branch of chemistry was inaugurated at Orgonon. Its objective was to clear up the pre-atomic chemistry and bio-chemistry
involved in ORANUR. The result of this work was the discovery of a
white, substance-like, but pre-chemical matter which was termed
" ORENE " (O.). It contained no less than the principie of
growth per se in the form of a white ( yellow in acid) powdery
substance.
First, let us proceed with points one and three, Melanor ( Me )
and the DOR sickness.
The reader of ORANUR may remember that M. had struck, for
the first time, forcefully at the end of March 1952, when no ORANUR
cxperimentation was going on at Orgonon. But already in January
1951, at the very start of ORANUR, a major problem was the falling
ill of most workers at Orgonon. As the months and years passed

sYMPTOMS OF DOR SICKNESS
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by, many millions of people ali through the USA and the world
fell ill from DOR sickness. The basic and typical symptoms of DOR
sickness, commonly referred to as " Viras X," or " Intestinal Flu,"
will be enumerated later. DOR sickness has nothing to do with any
viras. It is a clear-cut, well circumscribed disease due to pre-atomic
" DOR clouds." These black clouds were passing at irregular intervals over various parts of the world, for various lengths of time,
from a few minutes to severa] days. What is being called " smog "
over big cities is a 'misture of fog, soot, etc. This fog becomes
stagnant and does not dissolve when DOR clouds are present in the
atmosphere. It appears not only over big cities, but also in the open
countryside which is free of any industrial smoke. So-called
" smoc " has, therefore, little to do with smoke; however industrial
regions fui! of soot may well enhance the hovering of DOR clouds
over big cities. This makes the situation worse than it would be
without the presence of smoke particles in the air. The Orgone
Institute organized and received reports from many parts of the
USA about non sickness, the bulk of the reports coming from New
York.
Typical symptoms of non sickness are:

General fatigue and emotional distress; in some cases the
fatigue is interrupted or even replaced by emotional outbursts of
hatrcd. Nausea frequently follows in the wake of prolonged
fatigue. Pressure in head, chest, arras and legs are common.
Respiration is difficult, and sensations of lack of oxygen frequently
accompany the distress. Thirst, hunger for much water, is grave
under conditions which promote a Doa atmosphere, such as presence
of fluorescent lights; neon signs in a restaurant; clocks and watches
with Iuminous diais; X-ray machines in a hospital room filled with
filing cabinets which act as accumulators of atmospheric energy.
Hot flashes alternate with a bleakness of appearance. Faces
appear bluish to purpie. People seem to he choking, as it were.
They complain about " something being wrong in the air," or
something queer going on."
Heart-failures with suhsequent death are frequent, especially
when prolonged fog or drizzling rain with low-lying clouds prevent the supply of fresh oxygen and °H energy from the atmosphere.
Diarrhea is one of the most distressing symptoms in prolonged
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emergency. The stools become black, due to Melanor which is
being eliminated through the intestinal tract. They also become,
in advanced phases, soft to watery and contain much mucos.
in the
Symptorns of dysentery may develop further, up to arnebae
stools. This has nothing whatever to do with " infection." The
protozoa develop from low-charged epithelia ( see the CANCER
WOPATHY, 1948 ).
When the atmosphere elears again, either spontaneously or by
means of non remova!, the symptoms likewise abate, but they never
fully disappear as long as there are noa clouds passing over the
region or, as in hig sities, are hovering over buildings for weeks on
end. The discoloration of the atmosphere may go as far as a dirty
brown in the smog or fog.
The stools of non-sick people may at times become white or
gray from lack of bile. But the blackish soft and watery stool is
the more typical symptom.
Nausea may develop into frequent uomiting.
Tachycardia is a not infrequent syrnptom in some cases.
Typical is also a shivering or fibrillar quivering of muscle
groups in various parts of the body. Such fibrillations may harass
the heart.
Typical of non sickness is an emotional duliness, a let-down in
stamina which at times takes the form of stupor in some cases. It
goes hand in hand with a dull gaze in the eyes, with an expression
of despair in the features of the face, not necessarily known to the
victim of the disease. At times, a metal ceiling in a roam fuil of
people may induce a complete standstill of emotional functioning.
During 1952 and 1953, there were more prison riots in the
USA than ever before in a similar stretch of time. Tis is nove
understandable as a revolt of organisms against the torture of living
in metal cages with Doe clouds present.
In addition to there typical symptoms,. persons may develop
various atypical symptoms from their individual constitution in
response to DOR. Those suffering from a slight liver disturbance
may develop severe hepatitie syndromes.
Loss of body heat dol.vn to a temperature of 96° F or even less
has been observed in severa' cases.
Swelling of gland (paratis, submaxillaris). edema of tongue,
uvula, glottis, were frequent occurrences.
Total flaccid paralysis of legs was seen several times in one case.
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Severe thirst, due to dehydration of hlood and tissues, and oxygen hunger, doe to reduetion of the oxygen in the air through non,
are the most distressing symptoms.
It was found that the following rernedies at least alleviate the
distress:
Frequent warni, soaking haths eliminate AZE from the sldn.
Continuous ventilation of living and sleeping quarters.
Drinking water or tea in abunda/Ice.
Orgastic discharge of bio-energy is essential.
DOR remova] over the affected region with the cloudlnister at
irregular intervais, according to the DOR situation, helps to keep
DOR clouds moving on, and reduces at least the distress otherwise
caused by accumulated and stagnant staleness of the atmosphere.

2. QUEST FOR SOURCE OF DOR AND MELANOR (1951-1953)

Upon realization of the nature and widespread distribution of
sickness it became olear: The ORANUR experiment had not
caused the atirnospherie eonditions which were responsible for the
DOR emergency. The experiment had only reproduced
and revealed,
as if under a high-power microscope, what had been going on over
ages on a lesser scale; it had, furthermore, accentuated effects of
various atomic energy functions. Those were right who said that
atomic energy work did not cause the DOR clouds. ~NUR adds:
Atomic energy operations only constitute mie potent irritating factor
DOR

that excites the atmospheric
this

OR

energy into

ORAMOR

and

DOR. But

is far from being the complete picture,
The protelem of what was causing the grave distress at Orgonon
and in other parts of the USA remained unsolved until the Keyhoe
report on the so-called " Flying Saucers - appeared in auto= 1953,
released under the auspices of the US Air Force.
The following prohlems had heset Orgonon from the very beginning of the non emergency in January 1951, starting with the
first powerftal run of the mimam experiment:
1. Had the Orantir Experiment caused the highly excited on
energy field around Orgonon within about toro miles? Had it
caused within a radius of seuerai hundred miles a similar excitation
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of a lesser strength? (The sharp UR energy field had extended in
1953 about 50-80 miles.)
ANSWER: The Oranur experiment has only accentuated an
already existing function, the irritation exerted upon the atmospheric 011 energy by nuclear material: it succeeded in disclosing
its basic characteristics and processes (see the ORAN1.1 EXPERIMENT
— First Report, 1951).
2. 'Why did DOR seem to come toward the Orgone Energy Observatory from the West or Southwest, and haver over it for hours
on end?
ANSWER, 1953: It was the continued concentration of ou
cnergy at Orgonon which attracted and held the min clouds overhead.
3, Why did the Dm clouds adhere to the west to east direction
in such a consistent manner?
ANSWER, 1951: This was so because of the prevalent W to E
direction of the movement of the OH energy stream in the equatorial belt of the globe's envelope ( see cosmic SUPERIMPOSMON,
1951).
4. Why did people suffer most in bad weather, in rain or wintery fog, white they recuperated with the return of good, dry and
sunny weather?
ANSWER, 1951: This appeared fully explained by the fact that
the atmospheric ou energy sinks to a lower potential in bad
weather since oR energy is concentrated in the water vapor.
5. What could possibly be the significance of the blackening
of rocks at the Observatory and in the region around it?
ANSWER, 1952: " NIelanor " (Me), coming from " somewhere,"
from a source and place unknown, is the opposite of the whitish
powdery matter, called " Orite " (Or), into which the rocks disintegrated on the surface. Thus, in our orgonometric language
Me Or
The functional meaning of this antithesis was not cleared up
before November 1953 when DRENE was discovered; it was coming
down from the atmosphere.

THE DISINTEGRATING ROCKS
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6. Why in 1953 did the non cloud emergency strike again, for
the third time in three years, at the end of March at the vernal
equinox?
ANSWER, 1952: This fact seemed to indicate a cosmic lawfulness. Possibly, this lawful growing worse of the DOR emergency
had something to do with the crossing of the equator by the sun
as it traveis on the Ecliptic toward the Tmpic of Cancer. Only a
global synoptic survey of DOR could provide a reliable answer to
this question. However, knowing the date on which the emergency
grows worse would not answer the basic question as to the source
of the DOR clouds.
7. Why did the rocks at Orgonon disintegrate and change into
a brownish-blackish, crumbling inass akin to clay in 1952, and on
Ml. Cadillac, Bar Harbor, Maine, one gear later, in 1953?
ANSWER, 1952: The highly excited DOR energy field which
had developed at Orgonon 1951, had reached sufficient power to
make rock disintegrate a few months later at Orgonon. It had
spread to Bar Harbor, Maine, in 1953. It most likely is the agent
of rock disintegration in deserts.
8. What function uvas responsible for the getting brown of the
rocks, after they had become black with Me?
ANSWER, 1952: The rocks reacted to the attack by Me with
hionous disintegration in the silicate (oxides) of granite, and with
development of a white powder, microscopically consisting of bions
or energy vesicles: A mixture of WHITE and BLACK pias Y ELLOW Orene should give various shades of BROWN. This explanation was later confirmed by chemical analysis of onamm-affected
matter, Me, Or, and Br (so-called " BROWNITE "). This again
agreed well with the earlier assumption that Me and Or were
functional opposites.
9. Which of the three substances was most responsible for the
severe distress suffered by ali persons and animais involced in
OBANUR?
ANSWER, 1952: Doubtless by Melanor, Me, the black powdery
substance that carne in from the west as blackish DOR elouds, hovered over the Orgone Energy Observatory, and made working and
living there impossible for years.

10. How could the COSMIC origin of M, be
satisfaction of the most demanding scrutiny?
ANSWER, Summer 1953 (entirely unexpected): During the
full moon in july, 1953, and drying the full moon periods of the
following months it was established, by way of unaided vision and
with strong binoculars, that first the crests of the mountains in
the central parts of the moon were blackening in a progressive
manner. A band of blackened peaks was clearly discernible, and
later also parts of the vaileys which extended from the western to
the eastern rim, along the equatorial plane. This observation,
made independently by two skilled observers, put the fact of the
cosmic origin of Melanor beyond any doubt. The question as to
the Why and How naturally remained as yet unanswered.
11. What was the funetional meaning or essence of a cosmic
Melanor which obviously was attracted by the earthly, concentrated
OR energy at the Observatory?
ANSWER (incomplete at the end of 1953), MELANOR (M,) IS
COSMIC ORGONE ENERGY FROM OUTER SPACE WHICH IS LACKING OXYGEN AND WATER, THE TWO mosr ESSENTIAL CONSTITUENTS OF LIFE IN
THE REALM OF ITS BIOCHEMISTRY. MELANOR, AS COSMIC LIFE ENERGY,
SHOWS THE QUALITIES OF HUNGER FOR BOTH OXYGEN AND WATER.
THESE ESSENTIALS TO LIFE IT COULD ONLY OBTAIN BY ATTACKING ROCK
OXIDES AND REDUCING " TREM CHEMICALLY, IN OTHER WORDS, EXTRACTING THE OXYGEN FROM THE OXIDE COMPOUNDS. MELANOR
COULD, FURTHERMORE, OBTAIN OXYCEN BY USING UP THE AVAILABLE
OXYGEN IN CLOSED ROOMS. TIHS EXPLAINS FULLY TWO BASIC SYMP.
TOMS OF DOR SICKNESS: CYANOSIS, i.e., LACK OF OXYGEN, AND THE
CONTINUOUS NEED TO KEEP THE WINDOWS OPEN EVEN IN 30 DEGREES
BELOW ZERO, AS WAS THE CASE AT ORGONON AND IN RANGELEY.

Water could be obtained by Melanor only through dehydration,
i.e., drying out of the soil of the earth surface, clouds (drought),
the atmosphere itself, organisms, plantlife, etc., etc.'
(Note, May 9, 1954):

During the past two weeks the deterinration nf trees in the vicinity of (NOT A7' )
Organon has gmwn apace and has reached terrifying proportinns. Maples, birches, poptars
stseral inches in diarneter are bens like rubber }toses: the wond is britde and the trees simply
fali apart; many milliuns of such trees are being cut apart by saws to save the lumber frnm
ukcay. The formeis denso forcsts nf Moine h a s•c thinncd cnnsiderably; huge trees are leaning over roads duo to decay (which is bionoses disiniegration) of the mota and trunks: some
ponde are aware of these developments, but are silent nut of their habitual reserve and their
tear tu get into tmuble with plague-inbuireti Iaw procedures; others. well the majority, are
emotionally t.n restricted tn be metal awarc til wh.tt is going cm. or to core much tf they are
4{VJ re.
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Here, in one neat bundle, we have severa' characteristics of
the distress suffered by men, animais and plants in the USA and
also abroad: the dry atmosphere which so badly tended to become
droughty; the severe thirst which everyone suffered from during
the DOR emergency; the feeling of being dried out, the feelings of
shrivelling up (let tis finally take the sensations of the organism
seriously, even if we rely on objective evidence): the DEHYDRATION was due to Cosmic Melanor. Briefly, ME disclosed the riddle
of desert development.
The reader of these last fev., pages must have felt fright, if not
terror. This fright mirrors only insufficiently what we have gone
through during the DOR emergency at Orgonon, and what people,
according to detailed reports, suffered in the big cities such as New
York, London, etc. The situation was not made better by the fact
that routine science and medicine seemed unaware of these colossal happenings, even during the worst periods of the emergency.
Countless questions arise anew as we survey the territory of
these events. We are prepared to meet many more questions of a
truly costnic nature. Many a formerly douhtful reader of orgonomic literature will now appreciate our term "Cosmic Engineering," or in hrief CORE," operations in my attempts to cope with
the DOR emergency. He will also better understand now why 1 put
so much emphasis in the beginning on the basic newness and vastness of these events. We have definitely, due to these events, left
the realm of well-known facts, theories, techniques, methods of
thinking, etc.; and how it carne about that first I, personally, and
later successively worker after worker at Orgonon, citizen after
citizen in Rangeley, then people in New York and on the West
Coast felt more and more penetratingly that, as they usually expressed themselves, something had gone wrong with the air and
the weather." We have, quite unawares, been ripped from our
past accustomed lives and were transposed luto vast reaches of
the universe, as it were.
In the face of such events, never before experienced in such
concentration over a short period of time, many formerly important
matters began ever more to appear nonsensical, if not ridiculous.
To explain such phenomena away as " reflection " of light on windshields, is the height of evasiveness.

VISITORS FROM OUTER SPACE
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3. CLARIFICATION OF THE SOURCE OF MELANOR

What is to follow now, will shock the reader; its realization
lias shocked the workers at Orgonon. Not only did we find ourseives quite suddenly flying in cosmic spaces, as it were; we realized how restricted scientific thinking, with a few rare exceptions,
had been ali through the times past. A few of our workers behaved
as if they had dreamed ali their lives of flying through space in jet
planes; they found themselves one day vide awake and REALLY
flying in space at an incredihle speed. Thereupon, some of these
dreamers, realizing that to get out of the ¡et plane like shaking off
the dream would not he possible, hegan threatening the jet pilot
to land immediately or else
Some of the hest ones simply
ran away, in one case as far away as Hawaii. Severe emotional
reactions, to lie discussed later, plain hatred toward the research
work, and physical disease harassed our community. The emergency, in autumn 1953 already two years old, found its theoretical
— and to a great extent also its practical solution during the
month of November 1953, in the following manner:
Two books, both about so-called FLYING SAUCERS, reached
Orgonon in November 1953. The first FLYING SAUCERS HAVE
LANDED by Leslie and Adamski: the other " FLYING SAUCERS FROM
OUTER SPACE " by Major Keyhoe.° The first differed greatly from
the second report in style and approach, hut the factual observations were to a great extent the same. To me they brought surprise
only as to the great nutnber of saucer sightings, and as to the evasive manner in which this tremendous subject had been handled
by some mechanistic scientists.
I was not surprised at the reality of visitors from outer space,
siuce I have never believed in the theories which for no factual or
logical reasons atterripted to restrict Life to the tiny, insignificant
planet, called Earth. I had taken the many rtu-nors about flying
saucers as a matter of fact.
One day, at noon, in August 1952, on the terrace of my home,
I had heard, hut not seen, an ohject crossing the sky from horizon
to horizon in a few seconds with a speed unknown on earth. I
knew it was a space ship. There was no undue surprise connected
with this observation; it was not even written down in the Log
• Keyhtoe'e. Flying Sarares .ler Real " was reeet mailable In me ureti1 March
Rolsnel the Flyang &encere" w a1 not known tu me: umil Apeei 1951.

Saelly's
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book. Several people had reported seeing " fiying saucers" near
Orgonon during 1952. However, the fact of visitors from outer
space did not connect yet with the DOR emergency at Orgonon;
not until the two books mentioned above revealed detailed information which filled many gaps in our understanding of the happenings at Orgonon during the severe emergency. These reports,
quite knowingly, left little douht as to the type of energy used in
these space ships. All functions mentioned so far pointed to well
known functions of the cosrnic, primordial energy.
Let us now, for our own use, change the accidental narre " Flying Saucers " into the more appropriate one " Space Ships " of
CORE men. " CORE " here is to indicate the fact that these beings
from outer space were using the techuiques of cosrme ENGINEERING
(CORE). We shall now proceed to enumerate the reasons why it
seems certain that the cone men operate with Cosmic Energy.
1. Cosmic Energy is objectively (on colored film) and subfectively
BLUE. The reports on the space ships were unanimous in reporting that the machines of the CORE men showed bluish light shining
through the openings, and also that the field around the machines,
though at times changing color with the speed, was bluish-greenish. The reported change of color to white and red belongs, too,
into the realm of orgonotic phenomena; however, this fact cannot
be discussed at this point intelligently without elahoration of Tilam
new, as yet unpublished facts about light in relation to on energy
Suffice it to indicate that red and purple appear in some OR energy
functions of strong concentration, and that the white of sun and
daylight, too, corresponds to certain high energy states af oi
energy.
2. The comparatively silent movements of the CORE machines:
Unless transmitted by or transformed into certain mechanical ar
electrical functions, oa functions usually operate silently, such as
in the living organism where tremendous energies are at work
with each movement, and yet no noise whatever is being heard.
13y way of certain arrangements, however, it is possible to obtain
sound from these silent movements, such as putting the rnernbrane
of a stethoscope upon the eyeball with closed eyelid, or touching
the grid wire of a om counter, high voltage off, with the finger.
3. The com men operate their machines with the help of

SPACE SHIPS USE OR OCEAN
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orgonotic field effects of the OR energy in space and in the envelope
of our planet. Since the OR energy field of the na envelope of the
carth's glohe also governs the functions of its gravitation, it is no
wonder that the CORE men are alie to maneuver their space ships
in the manner described in the two above mentioned reports. During the ORANUR experiment, observations have been secured at
Orgonon which make it certain that ORANUR changes gravitational
field functions in direction and intensity. No more can be said
about this point of Cosmic Engineering.
4. The severe non effects began at Orgonon during the oernal
equinox for thrce years. Leslie starts bis report with the 343th of
March, 1952; my own report on the " Blackening Rocks " (OEB,
V/1. 2, 1953) starts with the new emergency at Orgonon on March
24th, 1952. This is no mere coincidence. The month of April
1952 was reported in the ORANUR report just mentioned as the period
when the nauseating DOR clouds were ohserved for the first time
in the Rangeley region. April, 1952, is, according to Leslie's report, also the month with the most frequent sightings of CORE space
ships. The nauseating DOR douds must have some connection with
the space ships.

FIGURE

3a.

SEGHTINGS OF SPACE SHIPS DURING NIONTH OF APRIL,

(Data from Leslie and Keyhoe).

1952
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THE GALACTIC OR ENERGY STREAM
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FIGURE

3aa. SPACE SIIIP SIGIITINGS FI{OM MARCAI 5 ximoucti juLY 14,
1954 (Data compiled from variaus radio and newspaper
aceounts).

5. The cone space ships are probahly using the on energy
streams of the universe as their thoroughfares, as it were. This is
not certain by ali means; they may well travel also in other vector
fields of cosmic energy, just as automobiles could use meadows to
ride on when hard surface roads are also available. The suggestion
mentioned above is warranted by the following facts:
a. the role of the true path of the sun (crossing the celestial
equator ), evidently also played a part in the reoccurrence of
the sharpening of the DOR emergency during the vernal equinox. This assumption requires ample investigation and clarification.
b. The space ships most likely use the so-called "Galactie on
Energy stream -; according to theoretical deductions (see
COSNIIC SUPER1MPOSITION, 1951) it runs at an angle of
62 degrees north of the equatorial plane. It cannot be a mexe
coincidente that most sightings point to a SW to NE direction
of the movement of the ships, although many other directions
occur, too. This assumption appeared important enough to
be rnentíoned. It is supported by the frequency of tornadoes
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that developed in Texas near the Mexican Gulf, and its coincidence with nearly exactly 62 degrees north-north-east movement of hurricanes and tornadoes in North America. (See
Figure 3h; also diagram page 32 in "The Blackening Rocks,"
OEB, V/1, 2, 1953.) In February, March 1954, this region
was harassed by climatic catastrophes such as sandstorms,
dustbowl development, etc.
6. The question necessarily imposed itself upon a heap of other
problerns already at bata at Orgonon, what may have induced
the CORE men to inspect so frequently the earth glote during the
Iast two to there years. (Any attempt to answer this question
thoroughly would necessarily have to take into account all " sightings " recorded in as yet undisclosed files of the US Government.)
oaANutt seemed to provide the most satisfying answer to this question which, of course, requires still much elaboration:
The Cosmic OR Energy fins the universe: To judge from what
we already know about its characteristics, it becomes irritated and
runs amok if excited by nuclear energy action. This had been disclosed by the ~Nua experiment in 1951 beyond any doubt whatever. From this fact follows the logical conclusion that the highly
sensitive oR energy ocean in the universe had been greatly irritated
by the atomic energy explosions which took place at an accelerated
rate during the past 3 to 4 years. Since the CORE people apparently use Cosmic Energy in propelling their space ships, they may
have decided to investigate the source and the nature of this new
menace to their existence. The unmistakable blackening of the
rodes on the moon indicated the extent of this irritation, even if
only in a nutshell, as it were.
From this cause would derive an answer to our question
about the frequent visits by living beings from outer space. The
fact that their space ships were sighted for the most part (though
not exclusively) over or near atomic energy plants, seems to fit
well with this assumption. To KNOW , really, we would have to
meet them and ask them point blank.
Thus, the ORANUR effects of the atomic energy blasts, reaching
far out into cosmic space, have brought down the com men, who
are in full possession of the use of Cosmic on Energy. So far, to
judge from the available reports, these CORE men carne peacefully,
investigating only. Let us hope that we can meet their peacefulness with peacefulness of our own.
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7. There can no longer be any doubt as to the source of the substance called Melanor. It disclosed heretofore entirely unknown
characteristics. Melanor stems from the CORE men and their space
ships. However, there are several questions which must be answered in due time if the menace which the non clouds as well as
Nielanor present for the human cace, is to be met. Any definite
answer to these questions is as yet not possible. However, the
questions themselves should be formulated note. They may direct
ira toward the true, valid answer in due time.
These questions are:
A. Are the non clouds which so typically come in from the
west and southwest, in other words, on the main galactic
" highways," exhaust fumes or similar offal of cosmic OR energy
used by the CORE men in their travels through space?
B. Are the DOR clouds only the carriers of Melanor which
these CORE men may deliberately pour into our atmosphere?
C. If the DOR clouds are results of deliberate action on the
part of the people from space:
a. Are these intentions benign? Do they want to help us?
This possibility cannot be and should not be excluded, since
ORANIJR and DOR have disclosed most fantastic curative qualities, in spite of the DOR sickness, or maybe just because of the
DOR sickness; it represents a kind of immunization which the
people on Earth are bound to go through.
b. Or, are these DOR clouds designed to change our green
planet into a wasteland of desert similar to the moon's surface? The severe droughts of late which coincide with the
non as well as CORE men problem, may well be results of such
deliberate action. In this case, let us not fool ourselves: The
war between Earth and an invading enemy from space, using
weapons strange to us, is already on and must be met right
away.
It is not rabonal to assume that wars are always fought only
the way we know them with their preceding diplornatic
quibbling, followed by war with or without declaration of war
with noisy bang-bang of all kinds of shooting machinery resulting in crumbling buildings and sudden destruction of all
cities on earth as visualized in the instructive US film on Flying Saucers (1953).
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We must pennit ourselves to think of war as a sileut, unnoticed, slow working but deliberate destruction of life on a
planet, a satellite, or even a star. We must be ready to change
every single view we have held sacred if it contradicts new
facts and new experiences.
War may be going on right now with no one being aware
of it, with men dying, with troes bending like rubber hostis,
green pastores turning into dust bowls, and with academie
and civil institutions explaining it ali away as with " just this "
or " just that ". In short, it may turn out correct what one
would otherwise feel inclined to ascribe to a schizophrenic
mind — namely, that instead of shooting at the victims of war
with bullets, one could very well sap life energy out of the war
victims with machines which operate according to the orgonomic potential of the Cosmic Energy.
8. The CORE men doubtlessly know not only the physical properties of the Cosmic Primordial Energy. They also know what has
been assumed in Orgonomy for more than two decades as the
quality of LIFE contained in this energy. This connection has
been fully revealed, and is already being worked out in this lab). This is a
oratory as what carne to be called "ORENE substance which, as said hefore, stems from Melanor and is LIFE
ENERGY IN MATTER-LIKE FORM.

Conclusions deriving from such vastly different realms as
atmosphere. cosmic non clouds, space ships, etc., begin to fali
into place and to make sense. Knowing the qualities of the Cosmic
Life Energy, using this energy for physical propulsion and having
developed very great skill in its use, point to the probability that
these living beings are NOT ARMORED. This is not only stipported by direct evidence, but also hy its counterpoint, as it were*
namely the fact that armored Man on Earth has, so far, done everything in his power — and has even used his knowledge — to talk
away, think away, kill away, legislate away ali potentialities nf
getting at this very same cosmic force, for one single reason only:
not to be perturbed in his affairs conducted according to the
amor.
We are facing an emergency, facing it not only as the species
mankind; the principie of LIFE ITSELF on Earth is challengcd.
We can no longer permit ourselves to be as petty as to continue onr
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Little Men's quihbling over nothing, as if nothing at ali has happened. We are in a process of deep and crucial change of our total
existence, biological, physical, emotional and cosmic. Let us, therefore, start behaving in accordance with these facts.
The gist of the perfil is this:
If we, here on Earth, are undergoing a threat to our existence
way of Desert Development, it is imperative to concentrate on
fhe measures to be taken, if any are available, to meet the nzetzace
a.

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms)
em forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da
orgonomia de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio
Reich e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas
restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
Textos sobre o projeto Oranur, Orop e CORE.
Texts on the Oranur, Orop and CORE project.
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